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FREE END-POINT LINEAR-QUADRATIC CONTROL
SUBJECT TO IIiPLICIT CONTINUOUS-TINE SYSTEMS:
NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR SOLVABILITY
Ton Geerts`
Tilburq University, Dept. of Econometrics, P.O. Box 90153,
5000 LE Tilburq, the Netherlands
Abstract.
For an implicit continuous-time system rrith arbitrary constant
coefficients we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for
solvabilíty of the associated free end-point linear-quadratic
optimal control problem. In particular, this problem turns out
to be solvable if and only if the underlyinq system is output
stabilizable, as is the case for a stamiard system.
Keywords.
Implicit systems, linear-quadratic problems, regularity,
impulsive-smooth distributions, output stabilizability.
1. Introduction and preliminaries.
Given the implicit continuous-time system Z:
Ex(t) - Ax(t) f Bu(t), (l.la)
y(t) - Cx(t) f Du(t), (l.lb)
Nlth ll(t) E Rm, X(t) E 12n, Y(t) e Rr for all t E R' :- [O. ~).
Let k denote the number of equations in (l.la) and let e- rank
(E). All matrices involved are real-valued and constant. ile may,
and hence will, assume that [E A B] is of full rorr rank. If E is
invertible, then the solutions of (l.la) are
x(t) - exp(E'`At)xo t o1texp(E''A(t-s))E'iBu(r)dr (1.2)
(x, e Rn arbítrary) and hence every x, is consistent, i.e., for
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every xo, (l.la) has a solution x with x(0') - x,. If E is not
invertible, however, this need not be the case and inconsistent
initial conditions may give rise to impulsive solutions of
(l.la), see e.g. [12], (2]. The most natural way to deal with
such phenomena is the use of distributions [11], as was done
earlier in e.g. [2]. Instead of (1.1), we will consider its
distributional interpretation:
Ea(1) ~ x- Ax } Bu t Exa6, (1.3a)
y - Cx } Du, (1.3b)
where 6, a(1) denote the Dirac distribution and its
distributional derivative, respectively, ~ stands for
convolution of distributions, x, e Rn, arbitrary. Horeover, u E
cmmp, the m-vector version of cimp, the commutative algebra
(over R) of impulsive-smooth distributions [10, Def. 3.1], [9].
A distribution is impulsive-smooth if it can be decomposed
(uniquely) in an impulse (any linear combination of ó and its
derivatives ó(1), i~ 1) and a smooth distribution. A
distribution is called smooth if it corresponds to a function
that is smooth on R' and zero elsewhere. Let C denote thesm
subalgebra of smooth distributions. The distributional
derivative of u e csm, u(1) - ó(1) ~ u, equals u t u(0')ó, where
u e Csm denotes the ordinary derivative of u on R'. Example: Let
u e csm correspond to 2exp(t) on R'. Then u(1) - u} 2á. For
more details on Cimp, see [9) -[10], also [6] -[8]; because of
its nice properties we can keep our treatment fully algebralc.
It can be readily shown that, for every real-valued square
matrix H, (I6(1) - Hó) is invertible (w.r.t. convolution); its
inverse corresponds to exp(Ht) on R'. Hence the solutions of
f1.3a) reduce to the ordinary ones ((1.2)) if E is invertible
and u e Csm; for every pair (x „ u), (1.3a) has exactly one
solution. Also, note that (1.3a) reduces to (l.la) if u and x
are smooth. In general, however, the solution set
S(xo, u) -(x e Cimp~[EÓ(1) - Aó] ~ x- Bu f Ex,ól,
(1.4)
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may be empty or contain infinítely many elements, see [6]. We
are ready for the definition of the free end-point
linear-quadratic control problem subject to (1.3).
(LQCP)-: For all x,, determine
J'(x,) :- inf{,~y~ydtlu E cm , x E S(xo, u) n Cn !,sm sm (1.5)
and if, for every x„ J'(x,) ~~, then compute ( if possible)
optimal controls u E csm and associated optimal state
trajectories x E S(xo, u). The problem (LQCP)- is ~olvable if
both requirements are met.
In the sequel we will need several subspaces of interest. Let
'r(F) :- Ix, E Rn ~3 m 3 n: lim
ru(t) ~- 0}
U E Csm X E S(Xo, U) fl CSm t~ LX(t)
9'C(i) :- IXo E Rn ~3U E Cm 3X E S{Xo, U) fl Cn ~ y- 0.sm sm
x(0') - xol ,
c(E) '- (x, E Rn~3u E cm 3x E S(x „ u) n cn : lim y(t) - 01sm sm t-oo (1.6)
and let r'B(E), JB(E) denote those subspaces of ~(i) and o(E),
for which u and x in the respective definitions are of the Bohl
type (a Bohl function is any linear combination of functions
tkexp{~t), k~ 0). For YC(E) we have the following result.
Proposition 1.1 [7, Prop. 3.5, Theorem 3.6].
YC(z) is the largest subspace ~ c Rn for which there exists a
matrix F E RXn such that (A } BF)x c E:~, (C t DF): - 0.
If, moreover,
Y(E) :- Ixo E rtn~3u E Cm 3x E S{xo, u) n en ' y- 01,sm sm 11.7)
then (7, Prop. 3.4] tells us that
Y(Z) - YC(F) f ker(E). (1.8)
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In [10], [7] a point x, e v~(E) is called weakly unobservable; we
establish that all points in YC(E) are also consistent. Let, for
any subspace T and q any complex row vector of compatible síze,
qT stand for [qt~t e TI. The next result is stated in [3].
Proposition 1.2.
Let E be invertible. Then ~(Z) f v(E) - a(z) -{xo e rtn~J'(x,) c
~l, vB(E) - v(z), rB(E) - ~(E) and o(E) - Rn if and only if, for
all A E e with Re(,~) ~ 0,
q[nE - A, - B] - 0 and pEv(z) - 0 only if q- 0. (1.9)
If in Proposition 1.2, C- I aad D- 0, then Y(Z) - 0 and we
reobtain the well-known statement that s(E) - Rn if and only if
E is (stare) stabilizable. We will say that Z is output
stabilizable if r(I) - Rn.
Now, we consider z with arbitrary E. From [6, Theorem 4.5] we
borrow
Proposition 1.3.
vXp E Rn 3u E Csm 3X E S(X„ U) fl Cgm ~
im(E) f im(B) t A(ker(E)) - R1. (1.10)
2. Iisin results. Yithout loss of qeaerality, we may rewrite z in
the form
(I~ 0~16(i) ~
rXa, - [A:i A22] [x:J } C~JU } ~ OJ lxos,a~
YL - [c, C~] [XL'~ t Du. (2.1)
Assume that (1.10)~is satisfied, i.e., that [A,Z B2] is of full
row rank. Let T z ~~~ E R(ntm-e)x(ntm-k) of full column rank,
Ci 2
be such that [Aii Bi] - 0. Set N:z AzzA21' } BZBi' ) 0, L:-
T~T ~ 0. Then
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~
Q:- BZ?~ T~l is invertible, 4-' -~- L-Ol4'. (2.2)
If F denotes the stJandard system
l" J
611) ' z- Az t Bv t zoa, (2.3a)
rr - Cz t pv, (2.3b)
with
A:- Aa~ -[A~z B1 ] (B::'1N'`A~1, B:- [A1s B1]T,l: J,
C:- C1 -[C, D] A~' N-'A21, D:- [C, D]T, (2.3c)Bz'
then it turns out that all solutions for (1.3) caa be expressed
in solutions for (2.3) and vice versa.
Theorem 2.1.
Let (XO2~ e Rn, u e Cmmp and (X21 e S(fXó~l, u). Then
lx, - Z(X,,, V), lu'1 - IBL22J~~N-'(-l A,11) (Z(Xa,. v)) t TV
ll ll :~
xith v- L-`[Tl~x2 t T,~uJ e Cimp-k. Moreover, y- M(xol, v).
Conversely, let zo e Re, v E CimD-k, and z- z(z,, v). Then u-
- B2'N-`A „ z t T,v e Cimp and, for all x,~, (X'1 e S(fX" ~, u)
l ~dJ L o2
Nith x~ - z and x, -- A„'N-`A21z t T,v. In ad ition, y-
W(za, v).
Proof. First half. If in (2.3a) Mith zo - xo, Me inaert v as
prescribed, then a(1) ~ z- Az t[A1z B,JQ~-i L-~IIQ' (~21 t
IA~~xI~~ t xoaa ~ Àz t[A,: Bi] lu2J t(All ~`-' À)xl t1 8olla -J Az t
(`8(1) , x, - A,ixl - x,la)
t(Alllll
- A)x~ f xc,a - a(1)
~ xt t
Á(z - x,), by (2.1) -(2.2). Hence [Iea(1) - 11a] ~ Iz - x,) - 0
1 Iu: l - M-11u:~ ~~8::'~M''(- Apixl) f?v,and z- x - 0. Since I` J K5L f1`
the rest is clear. The second hal is noK trivial.
Observe that if in (2.1), e- k(i.e., B is of full roM rank),




If the system ( 1.3) satisfies (1.10), then f(E) t Y(i) - a(Z) 3
Ixo e Rn~J'{x,) ~~I, ~B(E) - f(E) and aB(z) - a(a). Noreover,
(1.3) is output stabilizable if and only if (1.9) - (1.10) are
satisfied.
Proof. Consider (2.1) - (2.3). Then [q, n,] r~I - A „ -A12 -B~j
L - A21 -A,~ -B~J
- 0 if and only if q,[~Ie - A, - B] - 0 and q2 equals -
ql[A1: B,] ~A2t~JN'', for every a E C. Since ker(E) is containedBi,
in all subspaces involved, both claims fo11oN immediately from
Props. 1.2, 1.3 and Theorem 2.1.
NoN, let us consider ( LQCP)". By Theorem 2.2, it is obvious that
output stabilizability is ne~~~essary for solvability. Thus,
assume that z is output stabilizable. It folloMS from Theorem
2.1 that (LQCP)' is solvable if and only if the corresponding
problem subject to ( 2.3) is solvable. Since Z is output
stabilizable, it is known that the optimal cost for the latter
standard problem can be represented as a quadratic form [3] -
(4]. Noreover, for every initial condition z, there exist a
unique optimal control v and a unique optimal state trajectory
z, both of the Bohl type, if ker(D) - 0, i.e., if the problem is
regular [4]. In other words, output stabilizability of E is also
sufficient for solvability of the free end-point LQCP subject to
(2.3) if the problem is reqular. If the problem is singular,
then for every zo optimal coatrols and state trajectories still
exist in the sense that the infimum of the cost criterion (1.5)
is actually attained - yet, in qeneral they are distributions
rather than functions [13], [5]. Note that, in terms of (2.1) -
(2.3), ker(D) - 0.~ ker(fC22 D'1) - 0. Nence, by Theorem 2.1,l: Jwe arrive at
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Theorem 2.3.
For every xo e~n, J'(x,) ~~ if and only if (1.9) - ( 1.10) are
satisfied. Assume this to be the case. Then there exists a
unique real symmetric matrix P' ~ 0 with ker(E) c ker(P'), such
that, for all xo, J'(x,) - x,~P'x,. If
ker( ~ Dl) n[A B]''im(E) - 0, {2.4)
then for every x, there exists a unique optimal control u and a
unique optimal state trajectory x E S(x „ u), both of the Bohl
type. If ( 2.4) is not satisfied, then for every x, there exist u
E cmmp and x E S(x,, u) such that y E cgm and J-(xo) -,~y~ydt.
The condition (2.4) can be interpreted as a system property for
E. In [8, Theorem 3.2] it is proven that ( 2.4) holds if and only
if
y E Csm Cy u E Csm, X E S(Ro, U) Í~ ~,Sm. (2.5)
In other words, ( 2.4) stands for the property that outputs for E
are functions only if associated controls and state trajectories
are futtrtions as Mell. Therefore (LQCP)' is called reguLer in
[8] if (2.5) is satisfied. Observe that ( 2.4) reduces to the
classical ker(D) - 0 if E is invertible. The linear-quadratic
problems considered in [1] -[2] are reQular in the sense of
(2.4), since it is assumed there that ker( ~ Dl) - 0. An example
of a regular linear-quadratic problem for phich ker( ~ Dl) ~ 0
is given in [8]. Also, note that, unlike in [1] -[2JJ1,` xe1 allow
the state trajectories to diverqe.
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If F is output stabilizable and (2.4) is not satisfied,
0
then we may still assume A B to be of full column rank. Let
C D
this be the case. Now the distríbutional optimal controls and
state trajectories for (LQCP)' (see Theorem 2.3) are in general
not unique. This follows from Theorem 2.1, since it is proven in
[5] that optimal controls and state trajectories for (LQCP)'
subject to a standard system E are unique if and only if E is
left invertible [10, Theorem 3.26], i.e., if in (1.3) with E
invertible, y- 0 and x, - 0 imply that u- 0(and hence also x
- 0). Noreover, the smooth parts of these unique optimal
controls and state trajectories are of the Bohl type.
Two different concepts for left-invertibility for tAtplicit
systems are qiven in [7]. There, a system (1.3) is defined left
invertible in the stronq sense if xo - 0 and y- 0 imply that u
- 0 and Ex - 0(aad left invertible in the weak sense if inerely
u- 0), see [7, Defs. 4.1, 4.10]. Under the above-mentioned rank
condition, it is proven in [7, Corollary 4.15] that E is left
invertible in the stronq sense if and only if xo - 0, y- 0
imply that u- 0, x- 0. Hence, aqain by Theorem 2.1, Z is left
invertible in the strong sense if and only if (2.3) is left
invertible in the sense of [10] and thus
Corollary 2.4.
0
Let E be output stabilizable and ker( A Bl) - 0. Then for every
C DJ
xo there exists exactly one (possibly distributional) u and
exactly one ( possibly distributional) x such that y e Cr andsm
,~~ydt - J"(xo) if and only if Z is left invertible in the
stronq sense. Noreover, if u,, x2 denote the smooth parts of u
aad x, then u2 and x, are of the Bohl type.
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